Labelling kinetics of RNA containg poly(A) in liver subcellular fractions.
Kinetics of incorporation of (3H) uridine into cytoplasmic RNA fractions of rat liver is investigated. The fractions include free and membrane bound polysomes, rough membranes sedimenting with mitochondria and free cytoplasmic RNA particles. (1) Poly(A) containing RNA, isolated by oligo-dT cellulose, amounts to 0.4% of the total RNA in the homogenate, 0.5% in bound polysomes, 3.4% in free polysomes and 16% in free cytoplasmic RNA particles. (2) The rate of (3H) uridine incorporation into RNA lacking poly(A) proceeds uniformly in all subcellular fractions except for free cytoplasmic RNA particles, which accumulate negligible amounts of radioactivity. (3) The initial labelling of RNA containing poly(A) is most active in free cytoplasmic RNA particles supporting their identity as mRNA en route to polysomes. The initial specific radioactivities decrease in the following order: homogenate, bound polysomes, rough membranes sedimenting with mitochondria, free polysomes. The data suggest that mRNA is supplied to free and membrane-bound polysomes via different routes. The kinetic analysis indicates that free cytoplasmic RNA particles may be a precursor of mRNA of free polysomes rather than that of bound polysomes. (4) The kinetic differences of free and membrane bound polysomes are also demonstrated by comparing the radioactivity of RNA containing poly(A) to the total radioactivity at various incorporation times. In bound polysomes this decreases from 31% at 1 h to 10% at 25 h, whereas in free polysomes the corresponding ratio increases from 10 to 13%. RNA containing poly(A) of free cytoplasmic RNA particles represents 64% of the total radioactivity throughout the experiment.